Ensuring that chronic health conditions are appropriately documented every year can have a significant impact on reimbursement. Lack of tools and reliance on manual processes make addressing this opportunity a challenge. That’s where RAF Vue comes to the fore. RAF Vue automatically analyzes your patient claims to identify your risk based population, generates accurate RAF scores, and enables a workflow to capture relevant chronic conditions and provides transparency among departments and key stakeholders.

### Calculating RAF Vue Impact

In an operating environment where every 0.1 increase in RAF score generates **$1M in revenue per 1000 patients**, RAF Vue generates rapid results for healthcare systems. Typical real-world results include:

- An HCC recapture rate of only **39%** vs. the industry goal of **85%**
- Over **$24 million dollars in financial opportunity simply from not recapturing chronic codes**
- Identified **1,200 patients lost from last year to this year**
- Identified over **500 patients that have not had an annual wellness visit this year**

** RAF Vue identified these insights and enabled immediate action to capture the upside opportunity. **

RAF Vue At-A-Glance

- **Instant insights into chronic code capture and recapture opportunities**
- **Quickly surface patients with the greatest treatment and financial impacts through a centralized, patient-level view**
- **Automatically calculate reported and potential RAF scores**
- **Generates reporting at the patient, provider, and reviewer level**
- **Achieve immediate go-live without EMR integration**
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